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Abstract.– Groundwaterlevelpredıctıonusıng random forest technique. most of the fresh water resources in our worldconsist 

of underground water reserves. estimation of fluctuations of groundwaterlevel (gwl)is very important in them anagement of 

water resources.in this study,ground water level (gwl) was investigated using random forest approaches in india. total689 

data  taken from various districts belonging to various states in india were used in the study. using the annual 

averageprecipatation and extraction level, the change in gwl is modeled by support vector regression(svr),multilayer 

perceptron(mlp),random forest(rf) approaches. the results showed thatrandom forest(rf) shows best result. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Research on groundwater is of great importance for the 
reason that surfacewater is scarce in arid and semi-arid 

regions. Groundwater is an essential natural resource. In 

India, groundwater provides water for domestic use and 

industrial use in the mining and agricultural sectors 

.Machine learning models serve as attractive 
alternatives to process-based models because they have 

the potential to be less laborious and could provide 

useful results with fewer data samples. Using historical 

data, machine learning models can identify patterns by 

learning information directly from the data. These 

models are able to capture the trends and time-variant 

behaviour of hydrological systems without the deep 

knowledge of the underlying physical attributes that 

groundwater flow models would need. 

Random Forest (RF) have been widely used to predict 
groundwater systems. In fact, since the 1990s, RF 

techniques have been applied to improve waterlevel 

prediction accuracies.  In this study, groundwater level 

measured in the previous years belongingto the districts 

of Indian states was performed usingsupport vector 
regression(SVR),multilayer perceptron(MLP),random 

forest(RF)methods. Yearly total rainfall and annual 

extraction leveldata measured and the static under 

ground water level annually measurement dataStudy 

Area: In this study, groundwater level of districts of 

Indian states is studied. (Figure 1.) India is the most 

efficient region of Asian Continent in productivity. 

India’s more than half rural population depends on  

agriculture .All states in india procure some type of 

crops.Some states agricultural activity based on 

irrigation and ground water(borewells). 

 

Fig.1.Location of India(GoogleMaps) 

II.METHODOLOGY 
 

1.Support Vector Regression(SVR) 

Generally used in classification, SVM can also be used for 
prediction in many cases. SVM model performs as well as 

an ANN model and in some cases overall model 

performance of SVM can even be better than ANN 

because the generalization ability of SVM exceeds that of 

ANN and of other models. 

 

 

Fig.2.SVR Structure Used in this study. 
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2.Random Forest 

This is an ensemble learning method that can be used for 
classification,production or for other tasks as well. We 

construct multiple decision trees and output the mean 

result of all the decision trees with the highest accuracy. It 

is a good algorithm to create a predictive model as its 

default hyper parameters return good results. Its greatest 

strength is, random forests avoid overfitting and they often 

indicate the importance that is assigned to each feature 

 

 
 

Fig.3.RF Structure Used in this study 

 

III.RESULTS 
 

In this study, the annual groundwater level data 

measured in India, data and the annual total rainfall 
andannual average extraction for irrigation data 

measured at the Indian Meteorological Stationwere 

used to determine groundwater level. Models were 

carried out using 689 dataof annual ground water level, 

annual total precipitation and annual average extraction 

values measure. 

 

1.SVR model results 

SVRmodelwasemployedforgroundwaterlevelpredict

ion.ThescattergraphsareshowninFigure5 

Fig.5.Measurement and SVR model 

Scatter graph for ground water level fortest data.Results 

of SVR model show that the mean square error and 

mean absolute error is low and thegroundwater level 

estimate is closer to the actual values shown in figure 5. 
Themse value is 0.44034 and mae value is 0.20378. 

2 .RF Model Results 

RFmodel was employed for ground water level 
prediction.The scatter graphs are shown in Figure6. 

 

 

Fig.6.Measurement and RF model 

 

3.  Scattergraphforgroundwaterlevel fortest data. 

Results of RF model show that the mean square error and 

mean absolute error is low and thegroundwater level 

estimate is closer to the actual values shown in figure 5. 

Themse value is 0.29497 and Mae value is 0.14085. 

 

4.MLPModel Results 

MLP model was employed for ground water level 
prediction.The scatter graphs are shown in Figure7 

  

Fig.7.Measurement and MLP model. 

 

 5.Scatter graph for ground water level fortest data. 

Results of RF model show that the mean square error 

and mean absolute error is low and thegroundwater 

level estimate is closer to the actual values shown in 

figure 5. Themse value is0.39963 and mae value is 

0.23420. 
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6. General  EvaluationThe  mean square error (MSE) and 

absolute meanerror (MAE)for the performance evaluation 
of the SVR , RF and MLP models are  calculated. For each 

model, mean square error (MSE) and mean absolute 

error(MAE)are computed Results are used to compare the 

performance of model prediction and the observation 

data.Comparing  parameters of MSE, MAE obtained from 

testing data are showninTable 1. 

 

Table1.MSE Meansquare error, MAE: Mean abolute err 

or R:Correlation coefficient 

 

Model MSE MAE 

SVR 0.44 0.20 

RF MLP 
0.29 
0.39 

0.14 

0.23 
 

 

IV.CONCLUSION 
 

In this study, annual to talrain fall,annual meaneztr 

action and annual groundwater level data of Indian 

region were used for the ground water level 

prediction.Support Vector Regression(SVR),Multilayer 

Perceptron(MLP),Random forest(RF)modelswere 

investigated in order to improve the methods to 

estimate the ground water level. The accuracy of the 

SVR , RF and MLP models in groundwater level 

estimationwerealsoinvestigated,andtheresultswerecomp

ared with each other.Comparisons revealed that theSVR 
, RF and MLP model had the closer accuracy in the 

ground water level and both method can be used to 

predict ground water level. 
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